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Technology Adoption Maturity Index (TAMI)
Technology is set to change the construction industry. New and
emerging technologies are showing potential to reduce risk,
improve productivity, and increase profitability on construction
projects. However, overall tech adoption amongst contractors
remains low, as many lack the resources to explore and navigate
the vast universe of available solutions. AXA XL is ready to help.
As your partner in risk, we are committed to supporting our
customers’ knowledge and adoption of construction technologies
through various tools and offerings including our Construction
Ecosystem, Technology Library, and Risk Engineering services.
AXA XL’s Technology Adoption Maturity Index (TAMI) is a risk
engineering benchmarking service that evaluates a contractor’s
level of construction technology adoption against their industry
peers. The assessment provides both a quantitative score and
qualitative suggestions to help our customers reduce risk and
advance their business through technology. TAMI provides a
roadmap for technological advancement, tracking progress over
time so customers can remain at the cutting edge of innovation
year after year.

Here’s how it works

 Your Construction Risk Engineer will schedule and facilitate your
TAMI, which consists of one meeting for the assessment, and
another meeting to review and discuss the report together.
 Attendees for both meetings should include the Risk Manager
and any others who have deep knowledge of your construction
technology usage and implementation, e.g. Chief Data Officer,
Director of Innovation, Director of Technology, etc.
 During the first meeting, we will discuss which and what types
of construction technologies your company has adopted, and to
what extent they are implemented and across your enterprise.
 Your personalized report will include an overall TAMI score and
individual scores across six categories. It will compare your
technology adoption against the current industry adoption,
highlight areas where your adoption is industry-leading, and
provide suggestions on how you may improve your score.
 Our suggestions are supported by our Technology Library,
which contains a variety of technology solutions curated by AXA
XL to be valuable and viable. We leverage our market presence
to drive the best terms and pricing for our customers on these
specific technologies when you refer through us.
Categories we review:
 Enterprise Software
 Field Management
 IoT Sensors & Monitoring

 Imagery & Extended Reality
 Innovation & Implementation

As the industry continues to advance in technological maturity,
so should your adoption. Customers are encouraged to revisit the
TAMI each year to advance your knowledge of new tech solutions
and continue progressing on your technology adoption journey.
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To learn how AXA XL can help you improve your technology
adoption, contact your AXA XL Construction Risk Engineer.

